Privacy Policy
ESGator Hosting, Inc. Privacy Policy (Last Revised: Dec 6th, 2013)

1. Terms
Your privacy is important to us and is taken seriously. ESGator Hosting operates under
specific principles and by several moral principles:
●

1. we do not ask for personal information, unless otherwise required by law;

●

2. we do not share your information with anyone, including any 3rd party body
and or organization;

●

3. we don't store your personal information on our servers unless it is vital
for our systems to function and operate;

If you have any concern(s) regarding our Privacy Policy, please contact our Support Team.
ESGH, Inc. ("ESGator Hosting") operates "www.esgator.com" and "www.sg8r.com." It is
our, "ESGator Hosting's" policy to respect your privacy regarding any information collected
during your visit.

2. Visitors Data
Like any other website, we collect limited "visitor's data." The data collected is basic
nonpersonallyidentifying information. The information collected and stored includes: your
web browser type, browser language, referring site, the date of each visit, and your Internet
Protocol (IP) address.
3. Cookies
A cookie is a string of information that a website stores on a visitor's computer. When the
visitor returns to the website, the data stored in the cookie is provided back to the website.
ESGator Hosting uses cookies to help us identify, and track visitors and their activity or

usage. Visitors who do not wish for cookies to be stored by ESGator Hosting should refer
to their browser settings manual, and change their browser's cookies preference to refuse
cookies (prior to browsing our website).
4. Privacy Policy Change
ESGH, Inc. ("ESGator Hosting") may change it's Privacy Policy at any given time. We
"ESGator Hosting" encourage visitors to frequently check this page for any updates or
modifications to our Privacy Policy or terms. Your continued use of this site after any
changes in our Privacy Policy or terms will constitute your acceptance of such changes.
We are committed to conducting our business in accordance with these principles in order
to ensure that the confidentiality of personal information is protected and maintained.
5. Revisions and Errata
The materials appearing on Esgator Hosting’s web site could include technical,
typographical, or photographic errors. Esgator Hosting does not warrant that any of the
materials on its web site are accurate, complete, or current. Esgator Hosting may make
changes to the materials contained on its web site at any time without notice. Esgator
Hosting does not, however, make any commitment to update the materials.

